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Game mode:    Game Module                Pondered                 In Progress

    Story title:  Arena                                                                             High Adventure   
                           
    Director : ___________________________________                         Low Adventure

    Story Concept : Captured slaves fight for survival on a highly technological planet, fashioned after                            
      Imperial Rome: they will need to earn their freedom amidst the brewing of a secret rebellion, and to defeat     
      Traxu, son of Emperor Turg.

Plot type: Main   Defeating a Threat
 Secondary (opt) ________________
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a
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Group: Crowd (Captured Slaves)
Context: A highly technological planet fashioned after Imperial Rome, during an age of upheaval.
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Main (opt): Brewing rebellion against the Emperor
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Real: Winning five arena fights in order to earn freedom
Fake:___________________________________

a
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a
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Director’s sheetAdventure Sheet

   Genre: Sci-fi (Space Opera)

   Ticket: One way

   Plot structure:  Bead String

    Main Conflict : The protagonists need to win five arena fights in order to earn their freedom.
    Additional plots and complications : In their pursuit of freedom, the protagonists 
       will become deeply intertwined with a secret group of rebels, and will have to survive the wrath of Traxu, son   
       of the emperor.

Thesis: _______________________________________________________________________

    Enemies:  Praetorians and Gladiators
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                Addiction:  _________________________________
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INTRODUCTION

SETTING AND PLOT

T his adventure is a Space Opera, loosely inspired by the arenas of Giedi Prime, home of House Harkonnen 
(Dune), the saga of Flash Gordon and the Imperial Rome of the Gladiator. “Arena” is an excellent example 
of how to play Blackwind in its most simple format, though it is possible to see more complex and longer 
adventures.

“Arena” is the pilot of a Bead-String Plot, and part of the series “Space Blood”, meaning that this module 
is meant to be played like the first episode of an ongoing show. You may continue this story through 
Blackwind plot creation rules, make prequels and sequels, play out alternate timelines and all the chapters 
of an overarching plot.

MODULE-SPECIFIC EXCEPTIONS

As an exception to Core Manual rules, the Director must add a name and a short description to available 
ROLES. This because:

The story and the majority of player characters will be High Concept ones, compatible with a short or 
medium-short character arc.
The story has been devised to be simple and straightforward.
It is advised to play Bead-String plots with characters that are not too detailed or complex.

Therefore, we made a list of standard characters that work well with this adventure: fleshing out their 
background and other features is up to the players, preferably during one of the many available CAMPING 
steps and in moderation.

a

a
a



CHARACTERS

CHARACTER FEATURES TABLE

Players may expand and tweak this list, wherever essential information is missing. Essential information:

Planet of origin
Ethnicity
Name, nickname, or both
ROLE
Two characterizing skills (and no more) tied to the ROLE

For instance, ‘KW lacks a planet of origin. The player of ‘KW may add that bit of information.

SPECIFIC GROUP: CROWD (CAPTURED SLAVES). A group of Gladiators coming from different 
planetary systems, captured during the wars of emperor Turg, the Stranger, and bought by the school of 
the Falcon on Siri Prime.

ROLE: ‘KW, a powerfully built female warrior from a savage tribe, and a fearsome gladiator: the archetype 
of the black Amazon; weapons: spear and staff (S, female), SHORT CHARACTER ARC
(HIGH) SINGLE

ROLE: THE MOOR OF KHALUSIS, a tall, muscular and ebony-skinned man, bald and with a hideous 
scar marring the left side of his face (S, male), SHORT CHARACTER ARC
(HIGH) SINGLE

ROLE: THE BUTCHER OF KALOTH, former general responsible for the massacre of Kaloth, and punished 
by being sold into slavery. Olive-skinned, brown eyes and dark hair, nearly bald and with a braided beard 
(S, male), MEDIUM-SHORT CHARACTER ARC, from selfish to selfless + ghost
(HIGH) SINGLE

ROLE: THE OUTCAST OF ANDROMEDUS, exiled by her own people because of her cruelty, tall and 
lissom, with mane-like long blonde hair streaked with black (S, female), MEDIUM-SHORT CHARACTER 
ARC, from outcast to companion + wounded
(HIGH) SINGLE

ROLE: THE MAN FROM PROXIMA, thin but spry, with the wiry and energetic build that would fit a 
gladiator well, short brown hair and unkempt beard (S, male) SHORT CHARACTER ARC
(HIGH) SINGLE

ROLE: ALANA THE GLABER, the skilled and sturdy pit fighter of ALDAIR, with moon-colored complexion 
and short blonde hair (S, female), MEDIUM-SHORT CHARACTER ARC, from selfish to selfless + 
ghost

a
a
a
a
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A FEW EXAMPLES

The eyes of the massive, ebony-skinned gladiator glaze over 
as they linger over the gleam of a guard’s spear (trigger): 
suddenly, the droning of the arena is erased by the roar of 
a crashing wave. The spear- now a vicious-looking harpoon, 
is flung ahead like a javelin, piercing the side of something 
huge, swimming beneath the waves. “WE GOT HER!” Roars 
a husky voice, and then the choir of the other sailors follows 
suit “The Moor did it!” “Bloody best harpoonist on Khalusis, 
I told you!” “Stop pushing there, ye scurvy dogs!” (memory). 
The man then winces, just in time to hear the cry of one of 
the guards “... dogs! Pay attention to the slavemaster!” 
(returning to the present).

There is a woman, lined up with the other gladiators. She 
seems to be staring at a large, dry bloodstain next to her 
feet (trigger). Now however there is a richly dressed man 
face down in a pool of blood. “You may come out now.” She 
calls out, and a wiry-looking handmaiden peeks out from the 
curtain she was hiding behind. “The fat bastard is dead, just 
like you asked. Now- you owe me some coin, don’t you?”. “Y-
yes.” Answers the other. And, after a pause “which means I 
do not need you anymore, either.” (memory). The clapping 
of her hands, and the sound of armored men rushing down 
the hall turns into the crack of the slavemaster’s whip, 
bringing her back to the arena (returning to the present).

�

SETUP SECTION
LOCK CHAPTER

EPISODE 1: LENSEL’S SCHOOL

STEP 1: ROLE CHARACTER INTRODUCTION 

(STRONG LOCK)

Introduction episode: the OBJECTIVE of this step is to 
express a personal memory through a short flashback. 
Players will be granted complete control over these short 
scenes and may decide on their own what will happen 
within this memory and which non player characters will 
appear within.

SIGNBOARD: The day has been a long and unforgiving one. 
The air is thick with the tang of sweat, warm metal and hot 
sand- windless and still, save for the droning of the laser 
beams that spin slowly on top of the triangular walls. You 
were lined in the arena with the other prisoners, under the 
blazing sun of Siri Prime, awaiting the judgement of the 
herculean slavemaster, Marcles, and his lanky assistant, 
Vitur. There is no shade, or respite, aside from the cool 
touch of the iridescent collar wound round your neck: 
a humming ring with no discernible lock, and a bitter 
reminder of your current predicament. 

Director’s notes: Flashback

The collar is a device controlled by the School and, within 
arenas, by Imperial authorities. Leaving the arena or  the 
perimeter of the school without authorization will cause 
the ring to explode, immediately beheading anyone daring 
or desperate enough to try to escape.

During this quiet moment, every player character may 
describe a memory of their previous life. This may be a 
straightforward recollection of an important event, how 
they were captured, their former life, and even something 
more cryptic that will only be explained later on: the 
more imaginative, the better. Every memory counts as a 
BACKGROUND NOTE, and must be expressed with this 
format:

�

Trigger: Something in the present brings up the 
memory. Players may, of course, make up some 
additional detail that hasn’t been described in the 
signboard, as long as it is coherent with what has been 
described so far. If a player will be unable to connect a 
trigger detail with the content of his memory, remove 
2 points.
The memory itself: a brief description of the 
character’s memory. The players have complete 
control over the fine details of the recollection, where 
the events took place, any dialogue and so on. As 
mentioned before, the memory may be complete 
or incomplete, easy to understand or cryptic, full of 
details, or “cutting off” too early, etc. Grant 5 points 
to each player.
Returning to the present: the character snaps back 
to the present. This too may be played with, however 
the players see fit. Remove 2 points if this passage is 
skipped.

a
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Remember that these scenes may be longer than those 
described in these examples. However, they should never 
last for longer than three minutes. The DIRECTOR may 
ask the players to shorten the scene, redo it from the 
top, and even skip it altogether. As a rule of thumb 
however, the lowest scoring player’s scene will be 
the shortest, the higher, the longest.

Once all memories will have been played, read the 
next SIGNBOARD:

SIGNBOARD: Marcles, a grizzled-looking 
veteran, steps away from Vitur. He squares 
his posture, appraising you critically, 
then starts talking. It is easy to tell that 
this isn’t the first time he has done this, 
and countless others must have stood 
where you now stand, listening to the 
slavemaster’s speech.

“Gladiators! Lensel salutes you! 
This is the oldest school on Siri, 
the most famous, and the best. 
The Falcon’s crest has struck fear 
in the hearts of its opponents for 
many centuries, and will do so 
for many centuries more. Glory 
to the Falcon! Lensel bought 
your death for a steep price, and 
he demands you fight to the best 
of your ability! I will train you 
for one month. You will learn all 
you need to learn, or you will die trying. 
And remember: if you will not die during 
your training, you will die in your final 
test against the champions of the school. 
Only the best will receive the brand of 
the Falcon! And if you will survive the 
test, you will die in the arena, for the 
amusement of the crowd! If, and only 
if you will survive five fights -and 
only the best do- you will be able 
to remove the collar and choose 
whether to take up a contract or be 

on your way.” (LOCK)

Director’s Notes: Training Rules

The group is trained right away in a simple fight against 
Vitur, the slavemaster’s assistant, a tall and quiet 

man. Both sides will be armed with mundane 
wooden staves. It is not possible to die during 
this fight, but it is possible to refuse to fight 
(REFUSAL OF THE LOCK). In this case, the 
characters will be lashed, then will have their 
chest marked with yellow paint (coward). 

In order to defeat Vitur, the characters must 
roll their ROLE die, with a result of 

5 or less. Success means that they 
will manage to strike Vitur’s 
shoulder or chest; otherwise 
Vitur will knock down their 
opponent. In either case, 
Marcles will immediately 
stop the duel and move on 

to the next opponent. He 
will mark the characters 
who won in red (skilled 

fighter) and the ones 
who lost in green 
(unskilled fighter).

After the fight, the 
prisoners will be taken 

to their cells. Cut directly 
to step 2 and to the ROLE 
settings.

STEP 2: Training

(role settings, after the 

lock)

Step OBJECTIVE: winning the fights.

The following step will essentially 
serve two purposes. One is “summing 

up” the typical training the gladiators 
will go through during the first month, 

using short fighting SPOTS, and the 
second is to allow the characters to show 

their ROLE skills. 



�

Player characters may not die during this fight. However, 
the Director may, at his discretion, describe minor injuries 
in case of failure.

Director’s notes: Training Spots

Laser Training: 

The player characters run in loops around the arena, 
jumping or ducking to avoid being hit by laser beams. 
The laser beams sweep the arena horizontally in both 
directions, at neck and shin height. A short, shrill 
noise signals an incoming low beam, while a low noise 
signals an incoming high beam. 

Player characters must duck or jump three consecutive 
times, rolling their ROLE die with a result of 5 or less 
in order to succeed. Success will immediately earn 
the player 1 point, failure will result in being hit by 
the laser beam and losing 2 points. The laser beams 
are not deadly, and will never cause serious injuries 
to the player characters, but being hit by one will be 
extremely painful. 

Should any character beat this part of training with 
three (consecutive) successful rolls, they will earn the 
skill “AGILITY”: from now on all actions that imply 
dodging objects and blows are rolled with a die one 
tier higher than their regular ROLE one. 

Note: This is a great moment to use recorded sounds 
in your game session. If you want to add another layer 
of challenge, you may pick a sound for each incoming 
beam and have your players recognize whether it is a 
high or low beam before rolling. A wrong answer will 
result in an automatic failure.

Robot Training: 

This time, player characters are paired up. If they are 
an odd number, use a non player character to fight 
the spare player. 

The two opposing characters are armed with metal 
staves and facing each other. There is a spinning robot 
between them, covered in buttons and panes that, 
when hit in the correct way, cause a metallic arm 

a
�
�

�
�

�
�
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�
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�
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to spring from the opposite side. The robotic arm is 
equipped with a blunt tip that will attempt to hit the 
other gladiator, electrocuting them. While the robot 
is not deadly, being hit for three consecutive times will 
result in losing the fight.

Player characters may attempt to hit the panes with a 
roll of 5 or less on their ROLE die: success will make 
the robotic arm snap against their opponent, who 
may then attempt to dodge or deflect the attack with 
a roll of 6 or less. If the defender manages to dodge the 
attack, he may try to hit the panes right away.

When in doubt about who should roll first at the 
beginning of the fight, the highest scoring player will 
always be the first, solving any ties with an opposing 
d6 roll (lowest wins).

The last man standing will be the winner, earning 3 
points. The winner may pick a weapon of choice, also 
earning the skill “WEAPON OF CHOICE” with their 
chosen weapon and rolling every subsequent check 
with a die one tier higher than their regular role one. 

Note: It is possible to turn this training SPOT into a full-
blown CHALLENGE. If you want to make the fight more 
exciting, organize a small tournament (between player 
characters or also including non player characters, 
depending on your needs) and award 10 points to 
whoever will come out on top of the final match.

STEP 3: THE FINAL TEST

(Subclimax)

Step OBJECTIVE: surviving the final test and being admitted 
into the school as branded gladiators.

Director’s notes: The Final Test

This duel will either see paired up player characters fighting 
each other, or each player character paired up against a 
gladiator NPC, at the Director’s discretion. While all of 
these duels are meant to be fights to the death, Lensel may 
stop them at any time if he is impressed with the prowess of 
both contenders, promoting both to branded gladiators. 

�
�

�
�

�
�
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Player character deaths are not reversible: should any PC 
die in this encounter, its player will continue by picking 
another gladiator from the casting list (or taking over a 
school gladiator NPC). 

SIGNBOARD:  Lensel, owner of the school, is attending the 
event. He is a fat, pompous man with sandy hair and foppish 
manners, observing the gladiators from a raised stage. The 
gladiators parade by, saluting the owner of the school after 
the vigilant eye of Master Marcles; Vitur briefly checks 
each fighter’s equipment, and then raises an arm towards 
Lensel. With a loud clap of the school owner’s hands, the 
fight begins, as a loud, long note vibrates through the entire 
arena, announcing the beginning of your final test.

The difficulty of this encounter may scale, depending on 
how it is played and which player will get the best ideas 
about how to defeat their opponent, both against other 
player characters and against gladiator NPCs. Generally, 
every strictly combat-related action will be rolled with 
the role die, though some exceptions might be possible, 
especially if choosing to fight dirty (which will however 
lower the chances of the fight being interrupted by 
Lensel).

You may either play this fight straight, by having players 
roll opposing role checks with three successes (even non 
consecutive ones) to determine the winner, and giving 
NPCs either a fixed difficulty check or a die to roll- reflecting 
their experience, preparation, luck, or you may tailor the 
fight around creative and spectacular actions on behalf 
of both contenders. In the latter case, let players declare 
what they wish to attempt, and check “testing actions 
-difficulty table” (page 48) in the Blackwind Core Manual 
to determine difficulties. If you choose this option, make 
a Mood roll (page 50) at the beginning of the fight, and 
apply modifiers accordingly.

If you wish to add another level of difficulty to this fight, 
add the same laser beam and recorded sounds mini-game 
on top of the aforementioned rules (players will need to 
recognize the sound for a high or low beam correctly, then 
roll to strike their opponent).

Every character that will either win the duel or will be 
judged worthy by Lensel will be marked with a Laser Brand. 
From now on, every character will bear the symbol of the 
school, a falcon head, on their left shoulder.



�

STEP 4: DINNER AND REST 

(New characters introduction 

and off-role celebration)

Step OBJECTIVE: gathering information and (optionally) 
showing off-role features

Director’s notes: feast and rest

SIGNBOARD: Battered, tired, and covered in blood and 
glory, you are led back into the damp tunnels you came 
from. However, to your surprise, Vitur does not lead you 
back to your cells. Instead, he takes a few turns you are 
wholly unfamiliar with, pushing open a massive iron 
door. The room on the other side practically explodes the 
moment you step in, with a mixture of laughter, excited 
cries and the slamming of many hands and tankards 
against wooden tables. The other veterans are seated round 
two rows of roughly hewn tables and benches in what 
looks like a small but well lit common room, cheering your 
victory, doubtlessly encouraged by the plates of roasted 
meat and the jugs of wine that are being passed around. 

The group will dine in the same common room reserved 
to other gladiators and champions of the school. Each 
player may talk to other members of the group, make the 
acquaintance of the veterans, ask questions, and show 
OFF-ROLE features or new BACKGROUND NOTES. 
If questioned, the other gladiators will talk about the 
following topics (NEW INFO):

If questioned about MARCLES:

“The slavemaster may come across as intimidating, but 
he cares about us. He is harsh, but anything he does, he 
does to ensure our survival. In his time he was a legendary 
gladiator, who earned his freedom and became an arena 
hero, before retiring and being hired by Lensel to train 
his own fighters.”

If questioned about LENSEL:

“He’s the owner of the school. Greedy man, that one, 
mostly concerned with filling his pockets! Rumor has it 
he and Marcles fight often, because of the contract he takes 

a

a

up with private clients outside arena fights. He could not 
care less whether he lives or die, only if he can make some 
good coin out of it. But his daughter, Madellin, is a whole 
different kind of person.”

If questioned about MADELLIN:

“She’s Lensel’s daughter. A true beauty: tall, red-haired, 
elegant, and the kindest person you will find around here. 
She does not get along with her father. If it was up to her, 
the school would be closed. She is a goddess, who often 
comes here in secret, taking care of us all when we are 
wounded. She does not care whether they are light or dire: 
I’ve seen her bring men back from death’s door, even if she 
knew they would have been crippled forever, and would 
not have made her father any money.

(Also, if any character will roll 6 or less on their ROLE 
die) 

... It is just rumors, so take this as you want, but... there are 
some who think he might connected with the Resistance. 
The ones who fight to overturn emperor Turg. Be loyal 
to the Falcon, fight with honour, and bear the mark with 
pride, is all I can tell (REVELATION).

If questioned about TURG, THE FOREIGNER 
(SUPERIOR ANTAGONIST):

The emperor is a foreign general. He rose to power through 
a coup, after he twisted the lover of the previous emperor- 
Maxim- into killing him. Then, he had her executed for his 
murder. He is loathed by the populace, but loved by his 
own legions, and too cunning and powerful to be brought 
down. So there is little left to do but to hope someone will 
strike him and Traxu dead.

If questioned about TRAXU (MAIN ANTAGONIST):

He is the emperor’s son, and his advisor. A dissolute young 
man, who likes to gamble and pay his debts by killing 
whoever he owns coin to. *The gladiator spits to the side, 
before continuing.* An arrogant bastard, who enjoys seeing 
others suffer. He once had a lesser noble beheaded just 
because he did not take off his hat when he greeted him. 
All his servants live in fear, and are tortured and murdered 
for the smallest of slights.

a
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The names of the other gladiators are:

CONRIGEN the scarred: small, dark-skinned man, bald 
and nervous.

DEMETRE the mighty: tall and muscular, with blonde 
hair and blue eyes.

TIBARS the free: arena hero, under contract. Short 
cropped brown hair, quiet and reserved.

HERCLUS the nimble: upbeat and lively, with long brown 
hair and grey eyes.

HILRA of BETELGEUSE: tall and dark-skinned 
man, with white hair and yellow eyes.

THONAS of ALDEBARAN: tanned man, medium height, 
bald and decorated with odd, angular tattoos.

SYRUSE the quick: short, pale woman. She had braided 
blonde hair, and blue eyes.

AEIA the brave: a tall and brazen amazon, with red eyes 
and hair.

NYDOT the old: arena hero, under contract. A tanned, 
battle-scarred, wolvish man, aloof and absent-minded.

ARIAE, the beast of BELDARX: a wary and unkempt 
man with a horrible scar on his throat. Always speaking 
in whispers.

ULPU of REGULUS: a welcoming and good-spirited 
man, muscular yet chubby, with short brown hair and 
blue eyes.

CALSTUS the gimp: a short, cheeky and impudent man, 
with stringy hair and green eyes.

MAXMA the cunning: arena hero, under contract. Lissom 
and agile man, with red skin and pitch black eyes.
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ASCENT SECTION
THE LADDER

EPISODE 1: THE SCHOOL OF THE EAGLE

STEP 1: Rectangular Arena

Step OBJECTIVE: beating the champions of the school of 
the Eagle.

SIGNBOARD: Not a week after you were branded, with 
the mark of the Falcon still setting on your skin, another 
fight has been already arranged. Lensel wishes his newly 
inducted gladiators to measure up against the rivals of 
the school of the Eagle, and it is more than clear you 
are expected to crush them utterly. This is the first time 
since your arrival you left the school grounds. You were 
chained to each other by Vitur, then led into the belly of 
a small hovership. There were no windows, but you could 
hear the din of the city bustling outside the metallic wall, 
beyond your reach. At last, you are welcomed into a small, 
rectangular indoor arena where Quint, owner of the school, 
and his trainer, Karzan the Brute are waiting, together with 
their own branded gladiators. Around you, an immense 
crowd- seated on the upper galleries, cheers and whistles, 
roaring as your names are announced one by one.

Director’s Notes: rectangular arena

The player characters will fight the gladiators of the school 
of the Eagle. Pair up each player character with one arena 
champion, picked from the list below. These fights will 
also feature the same sweeping lasers mini-game that we 
described earlier (training steps) that must be dodged 
by either jumping or ducking, all while also fighting the 
opponent. 

Which weapons are being used, their range and how they 
work is entirely up to the Director, with the understanding 
that the outcome of the fight is actually determined by 
die rolls. SCORE position, and succeeding or failing rolls 
must be roleplayed in their entirety, as will happen with 
any alternative penalty (as opposed to death) issued by the 
DIR. No more than half of the group of player characters 
may die permanently during this encounter.

Suggestions: Structuring the fight 

Consider playing an announcer, describing the 
qualities of each gladiator (player character and his 
NPC opponent) as they step into the arena to fight 
each other.
Consider using recorded crowd noises as props: 
cheering, booing, gasping, to underlie the various 
passages of the fight.
As with the other fights, you may incorporate Mood 
rolls to randomize the difficulty.
The public may be used to apply alternative penalties, 
by sparing the life of any character unfortunate enough 
to lose their duel.

Three (even non consecutive) hits determine the winner. 
The opponents are (from weakest to strongest, pair up 
with player characters from lowest to highest in score 
position):

MAGS the terrible: “A short, stocky but otherwise 
ordinary man. He would look absolutely unassuming 
if it wasn’t for the maddened way he stares back at you 
from the other side of the arena. He is holding two 
glowing shortswords, one in each hand.”

Suggested fighting style: Simple, straightforward 
fight. MAGS does not seem to have any particular trick 
at his disposal, except plain and brute strength. Fights 
with a D12.

JACHTU the stranger: “A sallow, sickly looking man. 
Unlike the other gladiators he is not wearing any armor, 
nor carrying any weapon, except a strange, star-shaped 
metallic device.” 

Suggested fighting style: Ranged, aimed on avoiding 
attacks and throwing his weapon in a way similar to 
a boomerang. JACHTU will always try to keep his 
distance, but is quite frail in close combat. Player 
characters will need to roll against his opposed D10 roll 
to dodge his attacks (roll 1) and get close enough to hit 
him (roll 2). He defends himself with a D20 if caught 
in close combat. D12 if facing a character wielding a 
ranged weapon.
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YSPA the thief: “An almost unhealthily lanky, tall 
woman. She’s armed with two daggers: one carved out 
of  an ivory tusk, the other made from some manner of 
beastly black talon, coated with poison.”

Suggested fighting style: Melee. Opposed D10 roll, 
but roll a D6 every time YSPA hits her opponent:
1-2: Nothing
2-4: Poisoned, add +1 to every roll
5-6: Poisoned, add +2 to every roll
With a maximum cap of +3 across the entire 
fight.

FRACTAR of HELO: “A man 
so pale his skin almost glows 
against the golden sands of the 
arena. He is armed with a 
long trident and a net, 
wearing nothing but a 
spiky metallic harness 
and a tattered loincloth.”

Suggested fighting style: Melee and ranged, 
throwing his net to engulf his opponent 
and using his trident to finish them off. 
Structure the fight around either dodging 
or wriggling out of the net. FRACTAR 
fights with a d10 to engulf the opponent 
in his throwing net. Dodge three (even 
non consecutive) times to win. Should 
any character be engulfed, they must roll 
their ROLE die against a difficulty of 6 to 
set themselves free, otherwise FRACTAR will 
finish them off.

UXIA the abominable: “A monstrous, towering 
giant. It is hard to understand if this man is even 
human: scarred, hulking and swollen, he is largely 
naked- yet his head is encased in a metallic helmet 
with no visible opening. He is lugging around a massive 
chain, which trails clunkily on the floor as he charges 
forth.”

Suggested fighting style: Dodging and 
whittling UXIA down. D8 opponent. 
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However, add an additional jump or duck roll on top 
of sweeping laser beams to dodge UXIA’s chain. This 
opponent wins if he manages to hit his opponent 
twice- otherwise takes four, non consecutive hits to 
be defeated due to his inhuman toughness.

VELIDA of PROXA: “The crowd roars as your last 
opponent enters the arena. It is a proud, tall 
woman wearing a magnificent mirror armor. 

She thrusts up her fist, saluting the audience, but 
as she does you notice that the longsword she 
is holding is glowing white with heat, burning 
a black streak next to her feet. Your eyes briefly 
meet as she turns to face you, yet you could 

swear she smirked, somewhere 
behind her helmet.”

Suggested fighting style: 
Challenge. VELIDA 

is holding a Proxan 
Thermoblade. The weapon 

may both swing small arcs of concentrated 
energy at her foes, and will melt weapons 
and armor if her opponent will allow 
her to hit them. VELIDA fights with a 
D6, in both ranged and close combat. It 
takes three consecutive successful rolls to 

defeat VELIDA, but in turn she will best the 
player character with any three (even non 

consecutive) successful strikes, destroying 
their equipment in the process.

VELIDA will never kill her opponent. Defeating 
her, however, is worth 5 additional points. 
If she loses, she will bow before the player 
character, and her weapon will grow cold. If she 

wins, she will laugh at them, shake her head 
and simply walk away, leaving the player 
character in the dust.

�
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STEP 2: CAMPING IN LENSEL’S SCHOOL

Step OBJECTIVE: gathering information and (optionally) 
showing off-role features.

Each of the collars of the victorious gladiator (or those who 
have been spared by the public) now sports a shimmering 
red ring, signaling the first step towards freedom. Those 
who have been wounded are healed by MADDELLIN 
(Players must roll a d6, each. The lowest scoring player, or 
optionally at least one volunteer, must fall in love with this 
NPC): she is an extraordinarily beautiful young woman, 
of compassionate and kind disposition. She is a skilled 
healer, both in mending up broken bones and in soothing 
and comforting the prisoners. If asked about the resistance 
she will simply smile, quickly changing the subject and 
talking about the wounds of whoever she is healing at 
the time.

The winners will attend another feast, similar to the 
first (CELEBRATION) during which it will once more be 
possible to talk to the other gladiators, gather information 
(NEW INFO), show off-role features, background notes, 
and so on. 

Rumor has it the resistance made an attempt to 
assassinate TURG. They failed, and many of those 
who organized the assassination were caught, then 
tortured and killed by TRAXU: despite this, nobody 
talked. It seems all of them managed to take their own 
life with some poison, hidden in a fake tooth, rather 
than betraying their comrades. 

Those who know MADDELLIN well say that the girl 
is especially absent-minded of late: some say it is 
because of frequent arguments with her father, some 
others because of the fate of the men of the resistance. 
However, for all those speculation, nobody knows for 
sure whether she is tied to the resistance, and what 
her role might be.

LENSEL is very happy about the recent fight against 
the school of the Eagle. While the player character 
rest, he will show up and offer pleasure slaves to the 
victors (who may indifferently accept or decline), as 
well as quality wine and food. Before leaving, he will 
also mention that each gladiator’s payment has been 
put down, ready for them to claim should they earn 
their freedom. 

a
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MARCLES, for once, joins the celebration, reminding 
the gladiators to honour the memory of those they 
have slain with one last toast, then he retires for the 
night.

MIDSECTION
THE CORE

EPISODE 1: THE CLIENT

STEP 1: NEXULUS

Step OBJECTIVE: arriving on Nexulus.

Director’s notes: nexulus

Describe the following scene to your players. You may add 
details and you have complete control on how to convey 
these information, whether you want to narrate it quickly 
or play out all the dialogues.

It is already late when LENSEL returns to the school. He 
is accompanied by a noble, with fine facial features that 
however betray a dissolute life. You catch bits and pieces of 
their conversation: he is NEXUL, lord of NEXULUS, one of 
the many satellites of SIRI PRIME; it seems he is organizing 
a private celebration that TRAXU himself will attend, and 
he plans to prepare a “special” hunt in his honour. LENSEL 
initially laughs, stating that his gladiators are too precious 
to being butchered like animals- not to mention that such 
a fight would not earn them any rings. NEXUL mutters 
something, producing a small satchel from under his robes: 
it looks heavy, and LENSEL seems paralyzed for a moment, 
before accepting it.

The gladiators who won the fight against the school of 
the EAGLE are summarily rounded up, among MARCLES’ 
heated protests. MADDELLIN, who watched from the 
shade of the galleries, shakes her head and leaves in a hurry. 
You are led to a small hovership waiting just outside the 
school, and the next hour is spent in dour silence, broken 
only by the low droning of the propeller. You land in the 
middle of nowhere, on a small platform surrounded by a 
thick forest, and you are summarily equipped with blades 
and spears by a concerned VITUR, then the ship takes off 
again, leaving you alone in complete darkness. A horn 
echoes up ahead, signaling the beginning of the hunt.

a
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STEP 2: THE HUNT

Step OBJECTIVE: surviving Nexul’s hunt.

The hunt is lethal for up to two player characters, and one 
of them will always be the one facing TRAXU. TRAXU and 
NEXUL are armed with laser guns, swords and shimmering 
force shields and accompanied by a group of praetorians 
“sportingly” armed with daggers and javelins. 

Player characters may organize the fight however they 
wish. Particularly cunning ideas, such as ambushing the 
hunters, preparing rudimental traps or simple tactic are 
encouraged and should be rewarded by the Director a 
bonus of up to -2 on their rolls. As usual, adjust difficulties 
by taking into account both sides of the fight and by 
reading the Core manual Difficulty table.

FIGHT

The player characters may also try to hide, with the exception 
of the lowest scoring player, by rolling 5 or less on their 
off-role die. In this case, they may avoid the fight entirely. 
Match up remaining players in this order, from highest to 
lowest. The fight is only lethal for one character other than 
the one facing TRAXU (whose chances of survival are very 
slim): apply alternative penalties for everyone else.

One praetorian armed with a spear for the first fight. 
Two non-consecutive hits for either side to win. 
Opposed ROLE DIE roll, the praetorian rolls a d12.

Two praetorians armed with a sword for the second 
fight. Two non-consecutive hits for either side to win. 
ROLE DIE roll, 6 or less to hit. Failure will result in 
being hit.

One praetorian armed with a spear for everyone left 
(Two non-consecutive hits, opposed DIE ROLE rolls, 
fights with a d10), except the second last lowest scoring 
player, who will fight NEXUL, and the lowest scoring 

player, who will fight TRAXU. However, the fight 
against TRAXU will come first, then the one 

against NEXUL. TRAXU will never actually 
lose. If close to being defeated, he will shoot 

his opponent with a previously concealed 
laser gun. Otherwise he will just use it to finish 

off his opponent. 

TRAXU: While TRAXU can not be killed, forcing him 
to cheat will result in earning 10 points. There is a 
small chance that the character he shoots will not die: 
roll a d20, 5 or less if they forced TRAXU to cheat and 

1 or less if he just finished them off. In this case, the 
player character will be direly wounded but will 

survive the fight. Two non-consecutive successes 
for TRAXU to win, three for the player character 
to win. TRAXU fights with a D6.

NEXUL: Two non-consecutive successes 
for NEXUL to win, three for the player 
character to win. NEXUL fights with a D10. 
It is possible to kill the noble in this fight.
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Immediately after the fight against NEXUL: 

Signboard: There is a moment of silence, then the darkness 
is torn open by a neon-colored flash: many men emerge 
from behind the trees, well armed and screaming, rushing 
past. Traxu staggers back as his men surround him: 
“TRAITORS! YOU WILL PAY FOR THIS!” he screams, before 
disappearing in the ensuing confusion. The attackers fight 
fiercely, chasing after the praetorians as they retreat. before 
you are able to regain your bearings, they are gone. 

Player characters may briefly speak to each other, and with 
an OFF-ROLE roll of 6 or less one gladiator may find and 
conceal TRAXU’s laser gun, dropped during the attack 
(BONUS). MARCLES will arrive shortly afterwards: he will 
not comment what happened, but will lead the players 
back to the ship, looking no less concerned than he was 
when they arrived.

STEP 3: CAMPING IN LENSEL’S SCHOOL

Step OBJECTIVE: gathering information and (optionally) 
showing off-role features.

Wounded gladiators are taken care of by MADDELLIN. 
She will show up again, but will refuse to speak about 
what happened. The winners may rest, (CAMPING) talk 
to each other and to the other gladiators, obtaining some 
NEW INFO in the process.

It is now almost certain that MADDELLIN warned 
the resistance about NEXUL’S party, and that they 
jumped on such a good occasion to assassinate 
TRAXU. (REVELATION).

Veteran gladiators are shocked that LENSEL accepted 
NEXUL’S contract. However, they are quick to consider 
how little choice he had in the matter, considering 
that TRAXU was involved. Rumor as it he appealed to 
TURG himself, and was able to prove his innocence 
and that of his gladiators. However, it is unlikely a 
man like TRAXU will not seek revenge, in one way 
or another.

Veteran gladiators may mention that one of Siri’s most 
important celebration is near. For the occasion, arena 
fighters are pitted against fearsome beasts brought to 
Siri from other planets.
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All the veteran gladiators will make an oath to protect 
MADDELLIN from TRAXU’s wrath, should he ever attack 
the school. Player characters may join in, immediately 
earning 3 points. If any character is in love with 
MADDELLIN refusing will result in losing 5 points.

FALL SECTION
BREATHLESS 

EPISODE 1: THE CIRCUS

Step 1: exotic beasts

Step OBJECTIVE: surviving the Circus.

Signboard: Time passed, enough to recover from the brutal 
fight on Nexulus, but not enough for the gloom and unease 
that lingers on the school to dissipate. Marcles has been in 
a rotten mood since you returned, forcing the gladiators to 
train even more harshly- some say in preparation for the 
Circus, some others to survive far more dangerous foes... 

At the dawn of the chosen day, you are ready. You are 
brought from the school to the Coliseum, equipped with the 
finest weapons Lensel could afford. This time your entrance 
on the sands is welcomed by the roar of thousands of voices, 
and the magnetic chariot you are riding loops around the 
vast arena twice before allowing you to dismount. You do 
not see your opponents yet, but several massive slaves are 
taking their place around a capstan. Golden trumpets blare 
from the top of the galleries, and a heavy iron grate creaks 
loudly as it rolls upwards...

Director’s notes: the circus

Player characters will face two monsters, plus a third and 
unannounced one. TURG and TRAXU are looking on, 
sitting on the imperial stage. TURG seems to enjoy the 
spectacle, and will grant the players a golden ring and one 
additional mark on their collars at the end of the fight. 
TRAXU instead is fuming: he will grow increasingly restless 
as the fight goes on, leaving abruptly right before the final 
Triumph.
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FIGHT

All player characters, regardless of their score position, roll 
as co-protagonists. The fight is only lethal for the lowest 
scoring player, while everyone else will receive alternative 
penalties. This time around the group fights as a party, 
trying to defeat two exotic beasts. The trumpets will also 
announce the end of the fight and the ensuing Triumph.

First fight:

Signboard: There is a high pitched chittering noise, as 
a string of colored, intermittent lights creeps closer in 
a sinuous, fluid motion. After a moment you notice the 
thousands of legs propelling it forward, and the massive 
pinchers opening and closing as its antennas wriggle 
frantically about. The enormous Thraxxian centipede 
starts burrowing immediately, perhaps disturbed by the 
noise coming from the terraces.

1.

The Thraxxian centipede must be defeated with five 
non-consecutive successful rolls, or three consecutive 
ones. The creature will burrow into the sand of the 
arena, poking its head out to bite the gladiators 
and trying to drag them down. When this happens, 
gladiators must first beat a difficulty of 6 or less on 
their ROLE die to avoid being caught, then try to 
strike it (ROLE roll, 4 or less); however, all players who 
earned the ability “AGILITY” during their early training 
will have an upper hand, adding a -1 to their roll on 
top of their already more favorable die. Any character 
who has been caught will be dragged under the sand: 
they must roll 6 or less on their OFF-ROLE die (or, 
those who earned “AGILITY” with their improved 
skill die), failing thrice will result in either death or 
being incapacitated for the rest of this fight. Should 
all players be incapacitated, start the scene over from 
the beginning of this last fight. 

a
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Second fight:

Signboard: The centipede lies dead, half-buried in the 
sand, and spilling a malodorous yellow goo from its many 
wounds. A handler and its servants briefly rush in to carry 
the monster away, while the crowd roars in delight. Yet it is 
but a moment of respite, as a hidden trapdoor creaks open. 
To your horror, not one, but many agile, grey creatures with 
elongated heads and mouths full of needle-like teeth climb 
out, lifting their heads to sniff the air. The pack screeches 
threateningly at you, flapping elaborate collars of alien-
looking frills. 

The Devourers fight as a pack. There is one for each 
player character, but the difficulty will progressively 
grow greater or lower, depending on how many of each 
group are culled. Set the base difficulty at 4 or less on 
a role die, but lower the difficulty by one every time a 
player character is incapacitated, and raise it by one 
every time one of the creatures is slain. It takes just one 
success for a devourer to cull a party members, and 
vice-versa. Should all players be incapacitated, start 
the scene over from the beginning of this last fight. 

Third fight: 

Signboard: The last of the devourers falls with a gurgled, 
hissing whine. Suddenly, the stadium bursts with the din 
of many hands clapping on the metallic railings, and the 
crowd cheering you and screaming your names loudly 
enough to almost dwarf the sound of the golden trumpets, 
announcing your victory. However, your joy is a short-lived 
one. The noise dims for a moment, then turns into cries 
of outrage, booing and whistling as the iron gate rolls up 
again. There is something, something enormous hulking 
on the other side. The gate vibrates under a particularly 
massive blow, then shatters, flung several meters ahead. 
By the time it lands- with a deafening thump, the crowd is 
as petrified as you are. An enormous, white gorilla emerges 
from the shattered door: four muscular arms thump down 
on the ground, raising clouds of golden dust. Then the 
frenzied animal charges.

The Obuntan Gorilla is the toughest opponent, 
requiring three consecutive rolls to be defeated, with 
a difficulty of 6, 5 and 4 or less. Any botched roll will 
reset the counter and the difficulty. Additionally, 

2.
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the beast will attack back every time it is hit, trying 
to fling the gladiators against the arena walls, with 
a difficulty of 8, 7 and 6 or less. It is highly advised 
to grant those who earned the ability “WEAPON 
OF CHOICE” an additional -1 to all rolls. Should all 
players be incapacitated, start the scene over from the 
beginning of this last fight. 

End of step:

Signboard: The frenzied beast sways heavily before crashing 
against the wall of the arena, among the terrified cries of 
the crowd. For a moment, there is silence. Then the entire 
Coliseum is filled with shouting, whistling, cheering, 
clapping. You are brought out of the arena, in dazed and 
exhausted stupor, by the servant of the Emperor himself, 
then carried around the city in triumph. The public 
welcomes you as heroes wherever you go, tossing lotus 
petals and cheering you at every corner. The rest of the 
day is a splendid, confused blur- yet the true celebration 
awaits you back at the School.

STEP 2: CAMPING IN LENSEL’S SCHOOL 

AND CELEBRATION.

Step OBJECTIVE: gathering information and (optionally) 
showing off-role features.

Describe the following scene to your players. You may add 
details and you have complete control on how to convey 
these information, whether you want to narrate it quickly 
or play out all the dialogues.

The rest of the night is spent at the school, in celebration. 
The wounded gladiators receive another visit from 
MADDELLIN, then celebrate their victory and earning 
the second and third collar ring (CELEBRATION: a blue 
one and an orange one), but the festive atmosphere is 
spoiled by TRAXU’s arrival. The emperor’s son is visiting 
the school with a small contingent of praetorians, with 
the excuse of offering his regards to the winners. However, 
he will essentially threaten MADDELLIN, then leave, not 
without remarking how short the life of a gladiator can be 
and announcing the upcoming fight against the team of 
the GRIFFIN, owned by none other than TRAXU himself 
and worth two collar rings.

4.
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Player characters may talk to each other and to the other 
NPC gladiators, earning some NEW INFO:

It is now certain that MADDELLIN is in danger, and 
the oath is strenghtened. Player characters who did 
not join before may do so now, though without any 
penalty or reward.

Those who know TRAXU well say that the emperor’s 
son is responsible for the third, unexpected monster, 
and that nothing good will come from the GRIFFIN. 
They are infamous as dirty fighters, but being owned 
by TRAXU grants them a measure of immunity.

They say that LENSEL, who left the room in visible 
disarray, prepared a small ship for himself and his 
daughter to flee on the far-away INDEPENDENT 
PLANET of REGULUS, and from there to a secret 
hideout where not even TURG may reach them.

MARCLES warns his men to rest and be ready for 
anything. His words are cryptic, but many will read 
them as a bad omen.

RESOLUTION:
LAST CHANCE

EPISODE 1 THE GRAND MELEE

STEP 1: THE TEAM OF THE GRIFFIN

Step OBJECTIVE: beating the team of the Griffin.

Signboard: Rumors of the challenge issued by TRAXU to the 
champions of the school of the EAGLE quickly made its way 
all around SIRI and the neighboring planets. Nobles and 
wealthy merchants paid outstanding sums for the privilege 
of witnessing such a legendary fight, and it is rumored that 
not only the emperor, but a great number of influential 
figures will grace the gladiators with their presence. You are 
ushered into a circular pit, dressed in flashy yet somewhat 
impractical iridescent armors: the arena has been adorned 
with countless lavish stages, decorated with scarlet banners 
and reserved to the mightiest and wealthiest among the 
audience.
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Several saddled beasts, orange, bipedal raptors with bright 
neon green stripes are waiting on this side of the arena. On 
the other your opponents, clad in bawdy golden armor and 
already mounted are waving at the crowd as the announcer 
calls their names: “ROTZ THE TERRIBLE! HERTOG OF 
GAMNEDES! VARDELE, THE ASSASSIN! LIZARDES, THE 
MUTANT! SARG OF REGULUS!” each followed by a roar 
of the crowd. 

FIGHT

This fight is lethal for everyone, except the main protagonist. 
Every losing gladiator may beg for emperor TURG’S mercy, 
and in this case the clemency of the Emperor will be 
determined by a die roll, deciding their death (and in this 
case the collar will explode) or rolling a D6 (1-5 = spared 6= 
killed). The statistics reflect the emperor’s good will, who 
acts this way to anger his son. It is not possible to re-shoot 
this fight, meaning that there will be scenarios where only 
the main protagonist will survive. 

Ideally, pair each champion of the team of the GRIFFIN 
against one individual player. If the sides are unbalanced, 
either pair together the lowest scoring players (more 
player characters than champions of the GRIFFIN) or add 
a gladiator NPC to fight with them (more champions of 
the GRIFFIN than player characters). These opponents do 
not play fairly. When they will have received two successful 
hits, they will start playing dirty. Check the list below for 
each individual strategy. 

All champions require three (non-consecutive) hits to 
be defeated. After two they will start PLAYING DIRTY. 
They will kill the player character they are fighting after 
two (non-consecutive) hits, or if the player character will 
be unable to defend himself from the PLAYING DIRTY 
attack. 

From weakest to strongest:

ROTZ the terrible, HERO: D12 opponent. A proud-
looking man with a mane of red hair that spills 
out of his helmet, wielding an electrojavelin that 
buzzes and crackles with energy. PLAYING DIRTY: 
the electrojavelin will charge up, shooting a bolt of 
lightning at his opponent: 6 or less to avoid being 
shocked, losing the fight.

1.
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HERTOG of GAMNEDES, HERO: D10 opponent. 
A tall man with pitch-black skin, wielding a trident 
and an electrified net. There is a strange, red, bat-like 
creature perched on his shoulder. PLAYING DIRTY: 
HERTOG will sic his seeking bat on the opponent: 5 
or less to avoid being distracted and speared through, 
losing the fight.

VARDELE, the assassin: D10 opponent: A slender, 
quick woman, striped like a tiger and armed with 
poisoned throwing daggers. PLAYING DIRTY: 
VARDELE will throw a pouch of blinding powder at 
her opponent. 5 or less to avoid being blinded, losing 
the fight.

LIZARDES the mutant, HERO: D8 opponent: A 
stocky mutant, halfway through human and reptilian, 
armed with an ordinary longsword. PLAYING DIRTY: 
LIZARDES will cut the player’s mount, and the fight 
will turn into a dirty, bloodied struggle on the ground: 
4 or less to avoid being bitten by LIZARDES’ fangs, 
losing the fight.

SARG of REGULUS, HERO: D6 opponent: A powerfully 
built woman clad in the regalia of a valkyrie, wielding 
a laser halberd. PLAYING DIRTY: SARG will throw 
an explosive charge at the player character, that will 
detonate with a bright blue scorcher. 3 or less to avoid 
being blown up, losing the fight. 
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STEP 2: CAMPING IN LENSEL’S SCHOOL

Step OBJECTIVE: obtaining your freedom.

Describe the following scene to your players. You may add 
details and you have complete control on how to convey 
these information, whether you want to narrate it quickly 
or play out all the dialogues.Upon stepping back on the 
school grounds the last two rings appear on each of the 
fighter’s collars, a green and a yellow one. The collar opens, 
and the gladiators are free to choose their destiny after 
receiving their pay from LENSEL. MADDELLIN is present, 
greeting each gladiator and healing their wounds. 

The atmosphere is a cheerful one, the player characters, 
MADDELLIN and the veterans of the school are gathered 
in the courtyard, talking about what each of the freed 
gladiator will do next as they receive their pay. Mention 
(NEW INFO) that the emperor is displeased with his son 
because he was foiled by the gladiators.Eventually, they will 
notice that MARCLES is bleeding. Prying his chestpiece 
off, they will find out that he has been stabbed- as a result 
of refusing TRAXU’s order to drug the gladiators to make 
them lose the battle, as he will reveal before dying. In 
that moment, a group of praetorians will arrive, together 
with TRAXU, trying to kill the gladiators, LENSEL, and 
MADDELLIN.

STEP 3: FINAL FIGHT AND CLIMAX

Step OBJECTIVE: surviving the fight against Traxu.

SIGNBOARD: Before you may react, there is a flash of light. 
A bolt of energy flashes towards MADDELLIN, and a loud 
shriek fills the air. You barely see LENSEL’s corpulent figure 
shift in front of her, and the next moment an unpleasant 
stench of burnt hair fills the courtyard as the owner topples 
over, dead. 

FIGHT

All player characters may die in this fight, but TRAXU and 
the praetorians are less challenging than the team of the 
GRIFFIN. Pair up these enemies with player characters, 
from lowest to highest:

One praetorian armed with spear for the first fight (8 
or less on the ROLE die, a single success to succeed 
- two failures to kill the player character)
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Two praetorians armed with sword for the second fight 
(7 or less on the ROLE die, a single success to succeed 
- two failures to kill the player character)

A praetorian armed with spear for everyone else (6 or 
less on the ROLE die, a single success to succeed - two 
failures to kill the player character) except the highest 
scoring player who will fight TRAXU.

TRAXU: He will immediately try to shoot the player 
character, but his laser weapon will fortuitously lose 
charge and stop firing, making him an easy prey. He is 
cut down immediately, with no additional rolls.

Members of the resistance will immediately swarm the 
school. Optionally, while everyone thinks the fight is over, 
a dying TRAXU will manage to fire his weapon one last 
time (TWISTER), hitting and optionally killing one player 
character (3 or less on the ROLE die to survive).

STEP 4: AFTERMATH 

Step OBJECTIVE: leaving Siri Prime with Maddellin.

MADDELLIN, saved by the gladiators, informs them that 
one of the ships of the resistance is waiting for her, first 
to flee on REGULUS, then a secret hideout. She invites 
the players to join her, to the very least until landing 
in REGULUS, where they will be able to find work as 
mercenaries for the governor of the independent planet 
and safe from the wrath of TURG. 

SIGNBOARD: You slide down the streets of the city, from 
shady door to shady door, and through a honeycomb of 
underground tunnels. Eventually, you reach a large hangar, 
where several ships are waiting to leave the planet. The 
armed man stand at attention, saluting the woman as 
“Commander Maddellin” (FINAL REVELATION) before 
leading you aboard. Minutes later, you are in orbit. Siri 
Prime, the planet where you were enslaved and so many 
of your comrades lost their lives becomes smaller and 
smaller as you travel towards the far reaches of the known 
Galaxy.” 

The adventure ends on the spaceship. You may play out 
a brief scene here, asking each player character to close 
the story with a fitting statement, and rewarding the best 
(player voted) with an additional 5 points.
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